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consider the following statement regarding 
Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT

1. It is a multilateral treaty that bans all
purposes only.

2. India’s is neither a signatory to Nuclear Nonproliferation treaty (NPT) 
nor to the CTBT.nor to the CTBT.

a) 1 only 

b) 2 only 

c) none 

d) all of the above

consider the following statement regarding Comprehensive Nuclear-

multilateral treaty that bans all nuclear explosions, for military 

India’s is neither a signatory to Nuclear Nonproliferation treaty (NPT) 



• Ans b

• The Comprehensive Nuclear-Test
a multilateral treaty that bans all nuclear explosions, for both civilian 
and military purposes

• India’s is neither a signatory to Nuclear 
nor to the CTBT.

Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) is 
nuclear explosions, for both civilian 

is neither a signatory to Nuclear Nonproliferation treaty (NPT) 





With reference to Cassini Mission choose the correct statement

1. It is a cooperation between NASA, the European Space Agency 
and the Italian Space Agency

2. Cassini–Huygens is an unmanned spacecraft sent to the 
exoplanets

a) 1 only 

b) 2 only 

c) none 

d) all of the above 

choose the correct statement

a cooperation between NASA, the European Space Agency 

Huygens is an unmanned spacecraft sent to the 



• Ans a

• Cassini Mission

• It is a cooperation between NASA, the European Space Agency 
and the Italian Space Agency has sent back thousands of stunning 
images and made numerous discoveries about the ringed planet and 
its moonsits moons

• Cassini–Huygens is an unmanned spacecraft sent to the planet 
Saturn. Cassini is the fourth space probe to visit Saturn and the first to 
enter orbit. Its design includes a Saturn orbiter and a lander for the 
moon Titan. The lander, called Huygens, landed on Titan in 2005. The 
spacecraft was launched on October 15, 1997. This was the first 
landing ever accomplished in the outer Solar System.

•

a cooperation between NASA, the European Space Agency 
has sent back thousands of stunning 

images and made numerous discoveries about the ringed planet and 

Huygens is an unmanned spacecraft sent to the planet 
. Cassini is the fourth space probe to visit Saturn and the first to 

enter orbit. Its design includes a Saturn orbiter and a lander for the 
moon Titan. The lander, called Huygens, landed on Titan in 2005. The 
spacecraft was launched on October 15, 1997. This was the first 
landing ever accomplished in the outer Solar System.





In context of Cow Vigilantism and Lynching  
Cruelty to Animals was established choose the correct statement 
With reference to it 

1. A State can confer powers upon “any society” in district to prevent 
cruelty against animals.

2. It is a joint initiative by State and PETA India 

3. It empowers “civil society groups” to protect animals.

(a) 1 and 2 

(b) 1 and 3 

(c) 2 and 3 

(d) All of the above

Lynching  Rule 3 of Prevention of 
Animals was established choose the correct statement 

State can confer powers upon “any society” in district to prevent 

It is a joint initiative by State and PETA India 

It empowers “civil society groups” to protect animals.



• Ans B

• Rule 3 in the Prevention of Cruelty
Regulation of Societies for Prevention
2001, empowers “civil society groups”

• According to Rule 3(5) of PCA
powers upon “any society” in
animals.animals.

• Rule 3 is providing State accreditation

• Rule also providing police powers
vehicles, search premises and seize

• Supreme Court expresses shock

Cruelty to Animals (Establishment &
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals) Rules,

groups” to protect animals.

Rules, 2001 – a State can confer
district to prevent cruelty against

accreditation to cow vigilantism.

powers to civil society groups to stop
seize animals.

over this Rule.





With reference to Payments Banks choose the correct statement

1. They provide a limited range of products such as acceptance of 
demand deposits and remittances of funds

2. They do not perform the function of lending money in the form of loans 
but as a bond they can.

3. Payments banks can issue services like ATM cards, debit cards, net3. Payments banks can issue services like ATM cards, debit cards, net
banking and mobile-banking

(a) 1 and 2 

(b) 1 and 3 

(c) 2 and 3 

(d) All of the above

With reference to Payments Banks choose the correct statement

They provide a limited range of products such as acceptance of 
demand deposits and remittances of funds

They do not perform the function of lending money in the form of loans 

Payments banks can issue services like ATM cards, debit cards, net-Payments banks can issue services like ATM cards, debit cards, net-



• Ans b

• They will provide a limited range of products such as acceptance of 
demand deposits and remittances of funds.

• They will not perform the function of lending money in the form of 
loans.

• These banks will have a wide network of access points particularly in 
remote areas.remote areas.

• They will supplement their own network with business correspondents 
and even depend on network provided by others.

• Technology will be extensively used to add value

• Payments banks can issue services like ATM cards, debit cards, net
banking and mobile-banking. Bharti
payments bank.

will provide a limited range of products such as acceptance of 
demand deposits and remittances of funds.

They will not perform the function of lending money in the form of 

These banks will have a wide network of access points particularly in 

They will supplement their own network with business correspondents 
and even depend on network provided by others.

Technology will be extensively used to add value.

Payments banks can issue services like ATM cards, debit cards, net-
Bharti Airtel set up India's first live 





The Global Mobility Summit 

A. Singapore
B. IndiaB. India
C. Nepal
D. Japan

Mobility Summit 2018 was recently held in ?



• Ans b

• PM Modi recommends for SAHI
New Delhi)

• As fuel prices soar, PM Modi’s push
summit got attention.

• NITI Aayog report also called for
transport to answer the twin problemstransport to answer the twin problems

• PM Modi elaborated on ‘7Cs’ for
connected, convenient, congestion
edge.

• Absence of good public transport
vehicle ownership.

at Global Mobility Summit (held in

push for public transport at global

for efficient and convenient public
problems of pollution and congestion.problems of pollution and congestion.

the future of mobility — common,
congestion-free, charged, clean and cutting-

transport system led to rapid rise in private





With reference to bonnethead shark choose the correct statement

1. The bonnethead shark is abundant in the shallow waters of the 
Western Atlantic, and the Gulf of Mexico

2. It is an abundant species and is currently classified as a
concern species by the IUCNconcern species by the IUCN

a) 1 only 

b) 2 only 

c) none 

d) all of the above

shark choose the correct statement

shark is abundant in the shallow waters of the 
Western Atlantic, and the Gulf of Mexico.

It is an abundant species and is currently classified as a least-



• Ans d

• The bonnethead shark is abundant in the shallow waters of the 
Western Atlantic, and the Gulf of Mexico.

• Though small by shark standards, adult females 
sexes —can still reach an impressive five feet long.

• Lacking the kind of teeth best suited for mastication, the shark may 
rely on strong stomach acids to weaken the plants’ cells so the 
enzymes can have their digestive effects.enzymes can have their digestive effects.

• It is an abundant species and is currently classified as a
concern species by the IUCN

shark is abundant in the shallow waters of the 
Western Atlantic, and the Gulf of Mexico.

Though small by shark standards, adult females — the larger of the 
can still reach an impressive five feet long.

Lacking the kind of teeth best suited for mastication, the shark may 
rely on strong stomach acids to weaken the plants’ cells so the 
enzymes can have their digestive effects.enzymes can have their digestive effects.

an abundant species and is currently classified as a least-








